WASTE NOT ALLOWED IN YELLOW BINS

STOP Chemicals and liquid waste

STOP Radioactive waste

STOP Non-hazardous waste
  (non-contaminated lab waste)

STOP General waste
  (office waste, kitchen waste)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICE
Tel. 02 629 39 97 or e-mail: dimitri.devuyst@vub.ac.be or serge.gillot@vub.ac.be
WASTE ALLOWED IN YELLOW BINS

- All biohazard waste
- Hazardous medical waste
  (needles, blood, potentially contaminated materials)
- Animal and human remains
- Waste which has been in contact with Ethidium Bromide

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICE
Tel. 02 629 39 97 or e-mail: dimitri.devuyst@vub.ac.be or serge.gillot@vub.ac.be